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ABSTRACT: This paper critically examines the intersections of global tourism and fitness in 
the Marathon Des Sables (MdS), an annual ultramarathon in the Sahara desert in which over 
a thousand athletes run the equivalent of 5 marathons in 6 days. It demonstrates how the 
globalization of health and fitness resonates with familiar Western productions of exotic 
cultures for the purposes of tourist consumption. Of particular interest here is how 
established colonial asymmetries are recast in a Neoliberal context as runners test their 
resilience, endurance and strength against an ‘extreme’ Saharan landscape. While the paper 
calls attention to these asymmetries, it is more concerned with troubling reductive colonial 
encounters in order to reveal their instability, heterogeneity and ambivalence. Indeed, the 
central conceit of the MdS – that superior Western fitness regimes and technologies will 
dominate the race – is inverted by the overwhelming success of Moroccan runners and 
disaggregated by the biopolitical regulation of elite running bodies. These unexpected 
intersections of global tourism and fitness demand further attention because they 
reconfigure our received notions of who (and what) is capable of exerting agency in 
postcolonial encounters.  
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The Toughest Race on Earth: 
Every April in the South-east corner of the Saharan desert in Morocco, over a thousand 
runners from around the world gather to participate in the Marathon Des Sables (MdS), a 6 
day, 254km ultramarathon that is publicized as ‘the toughest footrace on earth’ (Marathon 
des Sables / United Kingdom, 2015a). It is the equivalent of over five full marathons run 
sequentially, but runners must carry all their food and clothing on their backs and camp 
each night in the desert. Race organizers ensure that runners carry sufficient calories in their 
packs, are provided with adequate water supplies at numerous stages throughout the race 
(including salt tablets) and undergo medical evaluations at each check-point to ensure they 
can keep running. The MdS is one of the most established global endurance events with a 
large presence on social media, dedicated national websites, celebrity participation, a 
charity infrastructure, sponsorship by numerous multinational companies, and global media 
exposure. The race, which has just celebrated its 30th anniversary, has become so popular 
that regular places are now fully-booked two years in advance.  
I want to use the MdS as a starting place to explore what happens when dominant Western 
discourses of tourism and fitness converge in the Global South. For participants, organizers 
and their families, the MdS is undoubtedly a tourist experience facilitated by the Moroccan 
state and its well-established tourism industry. Indeed, part of my aim in this paper is to 
analyse how a tourist framing enables MdS visitors to reproduce a familiar colonial 
imagination in which strange, forbidding, and alien landscapes populated by exotic Others 
are imagined in advance in order to be conquered. But the MdS is also something else: it is 
the ultimate endurance race for individuals seeking to achieve the ideal Neoliberal body: 
healthy, fit, efficient, ascetic, resourceful, flexible and resilient. This paper critically 
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examines how those desires for extreme fitness map onto the colonial asymmetries 
underscoring global tourism, and asks whether such an alignment offers possibilities for re-
ordering global power relations. By inverting and disaggregating these asymmetries, my aim 
is to foreground the liveliness, complexity and ambivalence of cross-cultural encounters. So 
while the paper does call attention to the powerful colonial echoes within the MdS, it is 
more interested in the awkward, unexpected and unruly moments that rearrange the 
constitutive asymmetries of Empire. 
A growing body of literature within Sociology and Public Health examines how a dominant 
discourse of Health – often called ‘Healthism’, or ‘Healthification’ – produces and governs 
modern Neoliberal subjects (Crawford, 1980; Fusco, 2006; King, 2013; Metzl & Kirkland, 
2010). Within this context, physical fitness – running, working out, taking exercise classes, 
focusing on diet and nutrition, playing competitive sports – develops powerful ‘techniques 
of the self’ through which subjects strive to achieve a resilient Neoliberal body capable of 
thriving in a highly competitive global marketplace (Andrews, Sudwell & Sparkes, 2005; 
Dworkin & Wachs, 2009; Millington, 2014; Rasmussen, 2011; White, Young & Gillett, 1995). 
Focusing specifically on running, Geographers and Sociologists have traced the extent to 
which Neoliberalism has instrumentalized the positive feelings of empowerment derived 
from running so that fit subjects are rendered more productive subjects (Bridel, 2013; 
Hockey & Allen-Collinson, 2006; Howe & Morris, 2009; Latham, 2015; Lorimer, 2012; Tulle, 
2007; Van Ingen, 2004). In combining these accounts of Neoliberal fitness with critical 
scholarship on global tourism (Bianchi & Stephenson, 2014; Hall & Tucker, 2004; 
d’Hauteserre, 2004), this paper calls attention to how discourses of fitness reproduce the 
colonial tendencies of Western tourism in the Global South, but it also demonstrates the 
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many ways that fitness-tourism intersections lay bare the contested, negotiated and 
ambivalent character of all cross-cultural encounters in postcolonial space. To grasp the 
changing nature of these encounters within our current Neoliberal landscape, the paper 
turns to biopolitics in order to reveal the technological construction of many of the 
foundational categories sustaining the colonial imaginary (e.g. nature, biology). 
Methodologically, the paper focuses on how modern MdS races are represented by 
participants in online blogs, webpages, interviews, twitter feeds, books, social media posts, 
newspaper and magazine articles, public lectures, photographs and films. Particularly 
helpful to this analysis are the official MdS webpages that provide visual, narrative and 
statistical accounts of each annual race, as well as the largely narrative accounts by MdS 
participants posted on running blogs and social media sites.  
The paper begins with a postcolonial critique of the overwhelmingly white, Western, male, 
elite bodies who travel to Morocco every year to test their fitness against a ‘pure’ and 
extreme desert landscape. It focuses initially on how MdS participants produce their own 
resilience by conquering a forbidding Saharan landscape, and infuse that resilience with 
virtue by providing charity for needy locals. While these critiques are compelling, too often 
they efface the agency of local communities, reduce Western subjects to monolithic 
symbols of imperialism, and fail to account for both the ambivalence of all cross-cultural 
encounters and the multiple agencies enrolled in these contact zones. With this in mind, the 
paper re-reads the MdS through the successful Moroccan runners who invert colonial 
asymmetries by refusing their pre-designated status as ‘abject colonized’, and through 
visiting runners whose pursuit of authenticity through physical pain reveals a much wider 
mode of biopolitical governance that seeks to produce, incentivize and manage ideal 
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Neoliberal bodies. In making a case for research that simultaneously calls attention to the 
persistence of colonial power relations within Neoliberalism as well as pointing out the 
constant inversion and disaggregation of such asymmetries, this paper pries open – and 
holds open – a modest space within which we can begin to explore the multiple human and 
non-human assemblages currently constituting cross-cultural encounters.  
 
Here We Go Again: Conquering the Desert and Helping the Poor  
As a form of niche fitness tourism, the MdS exhibits all the difficulties that emerge when 
privileged Western bodies (i.e. runners, race organizers, families) travel to the Global South 
in the pursuit of leisure. In the case of Morocco, the state’s deliberate use of tourism to 
spearhead development, increase GDP and further globalize its economy has not 
significantly transformed the country’s reliance on colonial institutions and networks of 
patronage. Indeed, there is much to suggest that events like the MdS further entrench, 
rather than overcome, Morocco’s legacies of colonialism (Cohen & Jaidi, 2006; Coleman & 
Crang, 2002; Edwards, 2005; Minca & Borghi, 2009: 29-31; Mowforth & Munt, 2008). Take, 
for example, how MdS participants invoke a familiar colonial imagination that distances the 
Sahara as variously exotic, mysterious, threatening, forbidding, wild, empty and inscrutable, 
all the while protecting their privileged vantage points (Cauvin Verner, 2007; Graulund, 
2006). Many of these accounts remove indigenous inhabitants from the desert landscape by 
reproducing Terra Nullius – the legal practice of emptying foreign landscapes to enable 
conquest and possession (Banner, 2005; Fitzmaurice, 2007). The remaining ‘empty’ space is 
written over in ways that confirm the centrality of the adventurer’s home civilization as 
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compared to the difference (e.g. exoticism, danger, extremity) of his/her destination. One of 
the most prominent ways that MdS participants write over the Saharan desert is through 
essentialized categories of nature as uncontaminated, immutable and primordial. Thus, 
Morocco’s harsh, threatening and unforgiving landscape is fetishized as ‘the end of the 
earth’ – ‘a sun-scorched lunar landscape… where it was hot enough for rocks to explode’ 
and where ultramarathoners can ‘cross some of the most arduous terrain on the planet, 
battling sandstorms and scorching temperatures over 50˚’ (PR Newswire, 2015; Hicks, 
2010).  
Such a purified construction of nature is bolstered by equally purified notions of biology. 
Unlike some forms of colonial encounter in which indigenous knowledge is valued and then 
utilized in the service of conquest, the colonial imagination mobilized by MdS participants so 
comprehensively empties the Sahara that it largely ignores – indeed, cannot even see – the 
local bodies that have always existed and thrived in the desert landscape. There is no 
romanticized Moroccan native here, no noble savage whose traditional relationship with the 
land gives him ‘better’ and more detailed knowledge. Writing out indigenous bodies enables 
MdS runners to import their preferred Western training techniques, fitness regimes, modes 
of surveillance and consumer products (e.g. hats, sunglasses, sunscreen, backpacks, water 
bottles, GPS watches, lip balm, specialist shoes and energy bars) that will ‘equip’ them for 
the impending battle against nature (Andy K. 2010; irunfar, 2010; Marathon des Sables / 
United Kingdom 2015b; Mews, 2012; WAA Ultra Official, 2015). For example, MdS runners 
are intensely focused on how their bodies will cope with the multiple threats contained in 
the Sahara desert – the wind, sun, light, heat and diverse topography of the race route (e.g. 
mountains, sand dunes, outcrops, plains). Unsurprisingly, sand becomes an object of 
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obsession, meticulous research and communal discussion for runners, mostly about how to 
keep it out of one’s socks, shoes, eyes, ears, cameras and shorts. The more this struggle is 
articulated, the more runners can reassure themselves that the natural landscape they are 
battling is authentic. Central to participant accounts of the MdS, then, is a colonial 
imaginary in which the Sahara is produced as a testing ground of pure, ancient and 
primordial nature that can only be conquered by the superiority of Western expertise and 
technologies.  
Of course, such an empty desert laboratory can never be completely cleansed of its ‘exotic’ 
signifiers; indeed, the MdS is attractive precisely because it takes place in the deserts of 
Morocco rather than the suburbs of Cleveland or the villages of Somerset. In this sense, the 
colonial imagination of the tourist encounter does include local bodies, but only in ways that 
do not disturb the ‘master-of-all-I-survey’ position of the visitors (Pratt, 1992: 201-228). In 
many MdS accounts, Moroccans are represented as pre-modern subjects who have never 
encountered the paraphernalia of ‘civilized’ modern life such as the latest fitness gear 
adorning the bodies of visiting runners. For example, UK celebrity Ben Fogle describes 
running past the local spectators who ‘sit on their haunches watching, waiting, waiting, 
waiting for something to happen in their lives’ (that ‘something’ presumably being an 
ultramarathon), and high-fiving the Bedouin children ‘to whom we must resemble 
spacemen’ (Fogle, 2004). Some runners avoid contact with local children ‘for fear of 
catching infection. I’d just give them the thumbs up usually’ (Rich, 2008). Because ‘life’ 
doesn’t actually happen for locals until the runners enter the picture and make it happen, 
Moroccans are configured outside of modernity and civilization, either confused at its arrival 
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(e.g. the waiting men) or innocently enthusiastic (e.g. the locals who wave, clap and cheer 
for the runners) (Rodale, 2011).  
The mobilization of ‘superior’ Western expertise and technologies to conquer the 
threatening desert landscape is also expressed in the organization, governance and 
management of the event itself. While the outward facing image of the MdS is about elite 
runners competing to conquer a harsh desert landscape, its supporting infrastructure 
reveals how colonial asymmetries have been adopted, adapted and re-issued by 
Neoliberalism. A sporting event of this size can only operate with the support of various 
multinational sponsors, in this case the main sponsors (e.g. Sultan Tea); official suppliers 
(e.g. Jeep); local technical partners (e.g. race merchandising); media partners (e.g. 
TV5Monde); and Institutional Partners (e.g. Moroccan National Tourist Office) (Marathon 
des Sables, 2015a). Having just celebrated its 30th year, the MdS – along with Morocco’s 
surrounding tourist infrastructure – is now a central conduit through which global capital 
penetrates the Moroccan state and reorients it towards Neoliberal values. For example, the 
company that organizes the race – Atlantide Organization Internationale (AOI) – sits at the 
apex of a logistics infrastructure founded on Neoliberal management structures such as 
‘responsive’ leadership and ‘flexible’ employment policies. The temporary seasonal 
employment, informal contracts and low wages central to these ‘flexible’ policies mean that 
AOI only employs local workers for the duration of the race (Neilson & Rossiter, 2005).1  
Like many Neoliberal enterprises, the MdS seeks to mitigate its reproduction of these 
‘regrettable’ but ‘unavoidable’ structural inequalities by publicizing its commitment to 
charity. In 2010, AOI consolidated all its charity work into one overarching association – the 
Solidarité Marathon des Sables (Marathon des Sables, 2015b). Using some of the £3650 fee 
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paid by each competitor, Solidarité helps to develop the area around Ouarzazate where the 
race takes place, and has funded a sport initiation academy for children and a welcome 
centre for women. The official aim of the Solidarité programme is to ‘promote the teaching 
of fundamental and universal values through sport from the youngest age, raise awareness 
of hygiene and safety among mothers and provide literacy classes’ (Marathon des Sables, 
2015b). The logic of offsetting privilege through charity is also operative at the individual 
level as MdS participants justify the time, money and resources needed to train for and 
travel to this event by raising money for global charities, often with a focus on Africa and 
development.  
Central to this charity framework is the mobilization of virtue to efface structural 
inequalities: AOI’s ‘flexible’ employment policies are forgotten amidst the publicity of 
Solidarité’s local development work, and the selfishness required to become an 
ultramarathoner is justified by raising money to help those in need. These powerful claims 
of benevolence, good will and generosity seek to foreclose any criticism that the MdS is yet 
another Western Imperial enterprise exploiting those in the Global South. To further 
enhance their virtue, organizers link the MdS into a wider apparatus of development in 
which European funding – facilitated by the Moroccan state – enables local empowerment, 
sustainability and economic growth in and around Ouarzazate. Mds runners enact similar 
foreclosures by framing their endeavours as selfless – how can one criticize the altruism of 
runners who perform the heroic and self-punishing act of running 5 desert marathons in 6 
days to help those in need? It is precisely here, in the dovetailing of structural and individual 
commitments to charity, that a postcolonial critique of the MdS is most needed. As many 
critical scholars have argued, charity is absolutely central to Neoliberal modes of 
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governmentality that efface pernicious forms of exclusion by mobilizing highly-moralized 
dispositions of benevolence (Bell, 2013; Kapoor, 2012; Littler, 2008; Magubane, 2008). What 
this work suggests is that ethical notions of giving reinforce the very hierarchies of power 
they are designed to alleviate. As Žižek (2008: 19) explains, while acts of charity may, in 
themselves, do some ‘good’ for those considered to be ‘in need’, it does not mean that such 
acts exist outside of entrenched power relations: 
Charity is the humanitarian mask hiding the face of economic exploitation. 
In a superego blackmail of gigantic proportions, the developed countries 
‘help’ the underdeveloped with aid, credits and so on, and thereby avoid 
the key issue, namely, their complicity in and co-responsibility for the 
miserable situation of the undeveloped. 
The irony underscoring acts of charity is that they fulfil the needs of the giver rather than 
the needs of the recipient who remains utterly silent in his/her abjection. They can be 
nothing other than abject, for to express any kind of agency would rob the donor of their 
untainted feelings of magnanimity (i.e. they need, I give). So while the framework of charity 
does provide a space within which local subjects appear in the MdS story, it is a position 
constructed wholly on the terms of the donor to serve his/her identity as benevolent and 
virtuous.  
As a starting point, then, postcolonial critiques of the MdS are indispensable because they 
illustrate how the intersecting discourses of tourism and fitness reproduce colonial 
asymmetries. Personal accounts of the race project essentialized formations of nature 
waiting to be conquered by superior Western bodies, expertise and technologies. Such an 
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authentic and timeless landscape only permits the kind of Otherness that does not trouble 
the familiar hierarchy of privileged travellers and benighted locals (i.e. even when Others 
appear they are entirely abject). While it is necessary to demonstrate the persistence of this 
colonial imaginary, we also need to pay attention to how that frame flattens, reifies and 
makes singular the multiple bodies that are mapped onto the convergence of tourism and 
fitness in postcolonial landscapes. It is only by digging underneath such already-written 
positions that the lively and heterogeneous experiences of cross-cultural encounter can be 
critically interrogated.  
 
Resistive Bodies: Postcolonial Inversions and the Stubborn Hauntings of Local Life 
One of the most compelling ways to deconstruct colonial asymmetries is to point out cases 
where the multiple logics holding the colonial hierarchy in place are turned on their heads. 
Undeniably, the Moroccan runners’ dominance of the MdS race exemplifies this kind of 
postcolonial inversion. While entering only a small number of competitors each year (an 
average of 15 in the past 6 years, compared with UK entries consistently over 300), Morocco 
has achieved unrivalled success in the MdS. The Ahansal brothers have dominated the race 
for the past 15 years: since 1997, older brother Lachan has won 10 MdS races while younger 
brother Mohamad has won 5 races (1998; 2008; 2009; 2010; 2013), coming second in 2012, 
third in 2014 and eleventh in 2015 (Madsen, 2010; Marathon des Sables, 2015d). In 
addition, their protégé Rachid El Morabity won the 2011, 2014 and 2015 races, and as Table 
1 illustrates, Moroccan runners have been a dominant presence in the Top 20 of the last 6 
MdS races, winning 5 of them outright:  
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Table 1: Moroccan success in the MdS, 2010-2015 (Marathon des Sables, 2015d) 
Year Total 
Finishers 
# of Moroccans in Top 20 
Places 
Total 
Moroccan 
Finishers 
% of total 
Moroccan Finishers 
in Top 20 Places 
2010 923 3 (1st, 5th, 14th)  15 20%  
2011 805 6 (1st, 2nd, 5th ,6th, 14th, 18th)  14 43%  
2012 795 6 (2nd, 3rd, 12th, 17th, 18th, 
19th)  
13 46%  
2013 970 5 (1st, 5th, 6th, 8th, 12th)  16 31%  
2014 917 5 (1st, 3rd, 7th, 12th, 19th)  9 56%  
2015 1237 6 (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 11th, 
17th) 
22 27% 
Average 941 5 15 37% 
 
For anyone familiar with the history of Moroccan middle and long-distance running, this 
success will not come as a surprise. Indeed, competitive running has been well established 
in Morocco since the mid-1970s, and has produced several world champions and Olympians 
including Saïd Aouita and Hicham el Guerrouj (Redis, 2009). But the irrefutable Moroccan 
success in the MdS is politically significant because it taps into a very complex set of 
relations between sporting success and Empire – especially with respect to Athletics and 
middle/long-distance running. In his analysis of Kenyan long-distance runners, John Bale 
demonstrates how upsetting postcolonial success is for Western audiences, experts and 
athletes, and how much energy is spent trying to explain away this colonial inversion. While 
early African success was negated as an exception to the norm (i.e. he is an aberrant 
‘African’), more frequent, wide-spread and prominent African success has prompted 
different strategies of naturalization, idealization and appropriation (Bale, 2001: 225-226; 
see also Bale, 2000; Bale & Cronin, 2003). For example, in trying to explain the consistent 
success of East African long-distance runners, Western representations often idealize these 
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athletes as modern day ‘Noble Savages’ whose efficient movements and unprecedented 
stamina arise from a more direct relationship with the natural landscape (Bale, 2001: 225-
227).  
Similar contortions are at work when Western MdS runners try to make sense of their much 
more successful Moroccan competitors. For example, one Canadian runner struggling 
through the sand dunes described Mohamad Ahansal with a mixture of awe and veneration: 
‘I glanced behind me and Mohamed was gliding (that’s the only word I can think of to 
describe it) closer. His feet barely touched the sand before they lifted again as he floated 
across the dunes. He runs up and down them without slowing. It is a sight to behold’ 
(XSNRG, 2007). Although Ahansal is revered here, he is once again separated off from the 
majority of runners – in this case because his more ‘natural’ gait enables him to ‘fly’ across 
the sand dunes. Runners were also surprised by his ‘strange’ local customs of sucking on 
green tea leaves (rather than specially calibrated energy gels) and eating a mixture of nuts, 
raisins and dates (rather than ‘maximum calorie’ energy bars) (Powell, 2010). Here, it is 
Ahansal’s more ‘natural’ diet that renders him exceptional. Ahansal, it seems, looms large in 
the imaginaries of other runners: sometimes elevated to mythical levels as an athlete with 
magical abilities, and sometimes naturalized as a ‘Noble Savage’ with secret knowledge of 
the native landscape, customs and food. In all cases, of course, he is differentiated from 
other MdS competitors so as to more easily excuse his undeniable success. In the 2010 race, 
Ahansal’s accomplishments were simply too much to bear for British Olympian James 
Cracknell. During filming for the Discovery Channel’s Toughest Race on Earth programme, 
Cracknell lost his temper and was ‘furious with himself for letting the whippet-like winner, 
Mohamad Ahansal (5ft 8in, 9st 4lbs) beat him’ (Cracknell, 2011; Pidd, 2010a). Ahansal’s 
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victory was the ultimate transgression of the colonial order: this small local tour guide 
triumphed over Cracknell’s behemoth Olympian physique as well as the thousands of 
pounds worth of expensive fitness technology, training regimes and expertise at Cracknell’s 
disposal.  
What becomes clear reading Ahansal’s own accounts of the MdS is that his approach to the 
race is exactly the same as all the other runners. For example, when asked about his mental 
preparations at the overnight bivouac sites, he explains: ‘[I think about] food, muscles, 
shoes, stages, kilometres, mountains or not, go slowly or fast. I think exactly about the time 
[I will run]… I had every checkpoint time calculated based on each 10k and the terrain and 
effort’ (Hicks, 2013). There is nothing exceptional here, no exotic ceremonies or magical 
rituals that confirm Ahansal’s ‘natural’ advantage: just the mundane habits that all elite 
runners perform when planning their tactics for a big race. Ahansal’s achievements in the 
MdS are important not just because they constantly transgress the colonial frames that seek 
to contain him, but also because they generate such intense and elaborate efforts to efface, 
negate, naturalize, assimilate and idealize him in order to secure a pre-ordained hierarchy 
with Western tourist-athletes at the top. How shocking, then, that the irrefutable success of 
Moroccan runners in the MdS continually turns that hierarchy on its head: no colonial, neo-
colonial or Neoliberal rhetoric can explain away how a small number of supposedly abject 
postcolonial bodies have so comprehensively beat Western tourist-athletes at their own 
game. Moments like these are powerful because they cannot be effaced: they are a 
stubborn presence that will not be reduced to an anomaly or exoticized into an irrelevance. 
They demand attention precisely because they invert the entire apparatus of colonial 
superiority.  
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A slightly different postcolonial inversion is the story of 39 year old Italian runner Mauro 
Prosperi who became lost in the desert during the 1994 race when a freak sandstorm blew 
away all trail markings. After wandering alone in the desert for 9 days and nearly dying, he 
was rescued by an 8 year old Tuareg girl whose female relatives fed him goat’s milk, tended 
to his injuries and helped him to a nearby military base for further medical attention:  
Prosperi’s only hope for survival in the Sahara was to stumble across 
someone capable of rescuing him, and he did – that eight-year-old girl. 
The marathoning Italian policeman and the goat-herding child stood in 
the same barren patch of sand at the same moment. Both were human 
beings, sharing roughly the same physiognomy. Yet the little girl was 
thriving, while the marathon man was dying (Kamler, 2004: 145). 
It is not hard to see how this inverts the colonial hierarchy underscoring the MdS: the 
runner becomes a depleted and abject figure indebted to a resilient and magnanimous 
community capable of surviving where he is not.  But what is more revealing is how 
subsequent narrations of this story tried to ‘correct’ this inversion by deploying markers of 
gender and race. As ultramarathoners struggle to overcome the limitations of their own 
physical bodies (including the markers of gender and race), what emerges is a form of bare 
life that is actively chosen – a cultivation of asceticism that renders ‘obvious’ markers of 
identity much less powerful (Rasmussen, 2011: 163; see also Hanold, 2010). What makes 
the MdS important here is how it enables the pursuit of asceticism by displacing markers of 
gender and race onto local subjects. For example, while tabloid accounts reasserted 
Prosperi’s heroic masculinity by focusing on his determination to survive (‘I drank urine and 
bat blood!’), his rescuers were feminized through their practices of nurturing and caring and 
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racialized through their ‘exotic’ Muslim customs. As Prosperi himself (2014) recounts: ‘They 
wouldn’t allow me into the tent because I was a man, but they put me on a carpet in the 
shade of their verandah.’  
Despite the instinctive power of such postcolonial inversions, they still leave a reductive 
colonial hierarchy in-tact that limits more nuanced accounts of instability, multiplicity and 
ambivalence. One way to open up such logics is through performative accounts of tourism 
that examine the ‘staged’ encounter between tourists and tourist workers (Edensor, 2000; 
2001; 2007; Haldrup & Larsen, 2010; Minca, 2010; Minca & Wagner, 2015). Because both 
visitors and workers are quite aware of the false ‘frontstage’ and ‘backstage’ structuring of 
the tourist experience, all subjects engage in complex performances of pretence, 
acknowledgement, desire, indifference and solidarity that re-order the reductive frames of 
‘host’ and ‘guest’. For Minca (2010: 91), tourist encounters always create a ‘space for the 
unexpected’, which, ‘as a genuine and ambivalent product of the encounter between the 
tourist subject and the tourist worker, can never be eliminated or simply reduced to real 
imprisonment or full control’. Such a performative approach is particularly useful when 
examining the four overnight bivouac sites constructed at each stage along the MdS’s 6 day 
race route where runners recover, rehydrate and prepare for another desert marathon the 
following day. These makeshift constructions constitute a temporary community in which 
visiting runners and local workers are in close proximity to one another. Unsurprisingly, 
participant accounts of the bivouac sites reproduce a familiar colonial hierarchy: at the top 
are predominantly Western runners who are cared for by a multinational team of medical 
practitioners (doctors, nurses, volunteers) in the middle, all of whom are supported by the 
bottom layer – a group of Tuareg, Berber and Bedouin labourers that AOI employ to manage 
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these spaces. Participant accounts of the bivouac sites overwhelmingly focus on two inter-
related practices: shared obsessions over how to repair their damaged bodies (especially 
their feet), and emotional celebrations of the intense friendships immediately forged 
between like-minded runners from around the world.  
What most interests me is how these performances are both disturbed and unravelled by 
the infrastructure of care they rely on – an infrastructure that relies on the local knowledge 
and highly sophisticated skill-sets of local labourers (i.e. the bottom rung). According to the 
dominant tourist gaze, Tuareg, Berber and Bedouin people should be surrounded by camels, 
hookahs, carpets and other exotic objects that signify ‘traditional Moroccan life’ for Western 
visitors. Instead, these figures are surrounded by – and indeed, employed to operate – all 
the modern systems and technologies required to facilitate a global  sporting event of this 
size: medical equipment, sleeping tents, portable toilets, water tanks, crowd barriers, 
sponsor publicity, support vehicles (ATVs, Jeeps and camels), generators and satellite 
internet connections (Marathon des Sables, 2015c). While the local workers themselves are 
largely unseen within participant accounts of the MdS, the effects of their labour, skills and 
expertise are everywhere. As one runner explained, ‘it was as if a giant hand had picked up 
the entire camp every morning and gently re-deposited it in a different place every 
afternoon, such was its architectural consistency’ (Charlie, 2014). Recalling Minca’s 
argument, that ‘giant hand’ can never be effaced, even in the most solipsistic account of 
runners disinfecting their blisters alongside their multinational comrades. Indeed, the entire 
enterprise of the MdS is made possible by the energy, skill and dedication of this labour 
force – a powerful formation of Moroccan agency that haunts the entire race. As exemplary 
contact zones where the backstage infrastructure of labour and care continually infiltrates 
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the preferred tourist gaze, these bivouac sites portray a more complex and fluid 
postcolonial inversion that foregrounds the heterogeneity and ambivalence of encounter 
rather than a strict asymmetry.  
 
Regulated Bodies: Fitness Lifestyles and Biopolitical Governance 
What, then, of the elite bodies running the MdS? Do they, in some way, participate in the 
re-ordering of colonial hierarchies even if they are not inclined to transgress the norms 
upholding their privilege? One way to reassess these elite bodies is by examining how 
Neoliberal forms of governance have rendered them vulnerable by compromising their 
foundational fantasies of ‘pure’ nature and biology. In focusing on the violent outworkings 
of biopolitical governance, we often forget that Foucault’s claims about ‘making life live’ 
were also – crucially – about making life flourish (Foucault, 2009; 2010; Rabinow & Rose, 
2006). Vitality, for Foucault, requires attention not just to the statistical, demographic and 
informational registers that govern the ‘basic biological features’ of a population, but also 
the cultural, therapeutic and psychological registers that lend meaning, fullness and value to 
those lives deemed worth living. In Foucaudian terms, modern subjectivity requires that we 
take ourselves as objects to be worked on, trained and perfected not through disciplinary 
power (i.e. ‘you must do this’), but rather through ‘techniques of the self’ that turn us into 
self-managing agents (i.e. ‘I want to do this – it is good for me’). For Nikolas Rose (1999: ix), 
life in advanced Western democracies would be impossible without the ‘biopolitical project 
of self-realization’: the production of selves who are responsible for their own well-being, 
who ‘live life as if making a project of themselves’ (1998:157), and who self-regulate in ways 
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that habituate them to governing aims (Cruikshank, 1993; Rabinow & Rose, 2006). To craft 
this kind of subjectivity, individuals ‘develop a ‘style’ of living that will maximize the worth of 
their existence to themselves’ (Rose, 1998: 157). In other words, they develop a ‘lifestyle’ 
that is actively chosen to give structure, meaning and form to the more difficult work of 
becoming self-governing subjects in advanced, liberal-capitalist states (Chaney, 1996; 
Featherstone, 1987; Sobel, 1981).  
Central to this mode of self-governance are the public health programmes and commercial 
opportunities encouraging modern subjects to become more healthy, fit and productive 
Neoliberal citizens (Fullagar, 2002; Fusco, 2006; Lupton, 1995; Nadesan, 2011: 93-137; 
Rasmussen, 2011). The healthification of society requires the production of sick bodies 
suffering from ‘lifestyle’ diseases (e.g. obesity, alcoholism, HIV) who then become the 
targets of explicit forms of intervention to make them healthy bodies (e.g. nutrition 
guidance; addiction programmes; family planning). But healthification also produces fit 
bodies as ideal subjects who take their physical selves as objects to be transformed and 
improved through self-discipline, motivation and comprehensive training regimes. As 
Rasmussen (2011: 138) explains, ‘If the fit body must be ever vigilant in maintaining its 
integrity, then it is compelled to continually work on itself. Athletes must be addicted to 
their own autonomy, unable to stop the continual act of striving toward physical perfection.’ 
For me, ultramarathons like the MdS are extreme responses to the powerful forces 
encouraging us to continually ‘master’ our bodies through fitness regimes, and in this sense, 
they provide stark illustrations of how subjects actually go about crafting productive, 
resilient Neoliberal selves.  
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MdS runners discipline their bodies, in part, through a desire for authenticity amidst what 
they see as the superficiality, anonymity and meaninglessness of modern life (Barnes, 2009: 
239). As Lupton (1995: 143) explains,  
Fitness activities represent the attempt of individuals to find their ‘true 
selves’, to uncover the ‘fit’ and lean individual hiding beneath layers of 
flesh, to bring together the mind and the body, to cope with the 
seemingly chaotic nature of life in the late twentieth century by 
mastering the body.  
Ultramarathoners experience the ‘exciting significance’ of authenticity when they push their 
bodies to the limit and feel physical pain: ‘The legitimacy of surviving in a symbolic game 
with pain, death and bodily injury brings to light a radical truth for the subject’ (Atkinson, 
2008; Le Breton, 2000: 1). As an event that both tests and confirms the runner’s capacity for 
extreme self-discipline, the MdS is a valuable opportunity for motivated competitors to 
pursue an idealized ascetic physiology that stands in opposition to the ‘bloated’ masses and 
moral relativity of modern life (Hanold, 2010). 
The self-discipline, punishment and corporeal management required by ultramarathoning is 
achieved through a complex mind / body split in which the body becomes an object to be 
tested, observed, surveyed and trained. In effect, ‘the body becomes the ‘alter ego’, an 
adversary that has more or less its own will, and is forced into submission so as to obtain a 
performance from it’ (Le Breton, 2000: 5). This mind / body split requires the ability to 
simultaneously ignore and access actual physical pain in order to perform rational body 
surveillance; identifying, assessing and evaluating pain levels; making decisions about 
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solutions to pain; and carrying out an immediate plan to manage, bear and hopefully 
alleviate pain. As MdS competitor Nick Saunders (2014) claims: 
The MdS is entirely about mind/body management. They key is total 
awareness of your mind and body and the discipline to take control of 
any situation that may arise. If your feet hurt – deal with it. If you are 
tired – deal with it. If your mind is weak and fatigued, deal with it. Eat 
painkillers, drink some more water, have some jelly babies, turn up the 
volume on the IPod, stop whinging, run faster and NEVER STOP (see also 
Humphreys, 2009). 
The race organizers AOI facilitate this corporeal hyper-management through their detailed 
regulations, for example, they require a medical certificate with resting ECG report and 
vaccination update before the race, and they verify, monitor and enforce salt intake, water 
consumption (between 10.5 and 12 litres per day) and caloric load (minimum 2000 k/cal per 
day) (Marathon des Sables, 2015e).  
 
Although these aspirations to the ‘barest’ form of ascetic life rely on essentialized accounts 
of biology, the bodies of ultramarathoners are actually complex bio-technical assemblages 
in which corporeal limits are continually breached (Rasmussen, 2011: 162-63). Cultivating 
asceticism relies not only on specially designed technologies (e.g. blister-proof socks, sand-
proof gaiters, GPS watches, sun hats, heat-resistant shoes, light-weight packs, electrolyte-
balancing energy gels), but also on a wide range of expertise provided by fitness instructors, 
physiotherapists, personal trainers, sports psychologists, life coaches, nutritionists and 
medics (Binkley, 2007: 119; Miller & Rose, 1997; Peak Performance, 2014). The companies 
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that produce fitness gadgets and offer expert advice are heavily invested in endurance races 
like the MdS because runners can be used as guinea pigs for new products, designs, 
technologies, training regimes, motivational strategies, recovery techniques and innovations 
aimed at enabling bodies to operate at maximum fitness levels in the harshest conditions. In 
the 2010 MdS, for example, British Olympian James Cracknell willingly ‘surrendered his body 
to science, becoming a living, breathing, competing experiment’ for the international 
defence technology company QinetiQ (Cracknell, 2011; Pidd, 2010b). A team of experts in 
sports science, biomechanics, physiology, nutrition and technology assessed the data 
provided by both the ‘Life Monitor’ system worn by Cracknell (which measured heart rate 
and skin temperature) and the radio pill he swallowed (which acted as an internal 
thermometer), and they manually monitored his hydration, weight and psychological state 
before and after each race stage (Pidd, 2010a).  
 
Cracknell’s story neatly expresses Foucault’s claim that biopolitical governance doesn’t just 
produce docile bodies utterly disciplined by invasive techniques of governance: it also 
produces highly active, motivated and willing bodies who, by offering themselves as 
laboratories and sites of intervention, enthusiastically participate in their own 
subjectification. They do this, in part, because it brings pleasure: ultramarathoners enjoy the 
process of objectifying their bodies, gleaning more detailed and precise information from it, 
and employing sophisticated medical, nutritional and sports science expertise to help them 
push their bodies even further (Le Breton, 2000: 5; Rasmussen, 2011: 161-62). The detailed 
stories of pain and suffering recounted by MdS runners comprehensively express the 
pleasure they derive from objectifying their own bodies: there are endless tales of non-stop 
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vomiting  and diarrhoea; uncontrollable sobbing due to foot blisters; adrenaline-induced 
insomnia and hallucinations; repeated bouts of cramping, dehydration, sunstroke, heat 
exhaustion, delirium and diarrhoea; and many other ailments as runners ‘stumble, burn, 
stink, hallucinate, cry and bleed across 155 miles of the Sahara Desert’ (Allyn, 2010; Bailey, 
2010; Cunliffe, 2010; Finnegan, 2011; Hamlett, 2011). This biological authenticity-through-
pain is meant to disavow the necessary technologies and expertise constantly being enrolled 
in the construction of the ultramarathoner’s body. Indeed, these bodies are not ‘bare’ in any 
sense at all: they are technologically enhanced cyborgs.   
 
What interests me about these multiply enhanced bodies is how they function as idealized 
subjectivities embodying the perfect Neoliberal skill-set. Here, the self-denial, self-discipline 
and self-regulation required to become an ultramarathoner are increasingly framed as 
‘entrepreneurial’. As ‘problem solving, brain stretching, heart pumping experiences [that] 
cultivate self-awareness’ (Horscroft, 2008), the MdS ‘requires exactly the same skills 
required to succeed in business: vision, focus, discipline, determination to succeed and the 
persistence required to deliver outstanding results’ (McMenemy, 2015; see also Barnes, 
2009: 239). This entrepreneurial skill-set includes continual risk-assessment, complex 
problem solving, rapid decision making, stress-management, demonstration of agility and 
constant troubleshooting – characteristics that translate across public, professional and 
personal domains. Unsurprisingly, this convergence of ultramarathoning, 
entrepreneurialism and global business has spawned a niche industry of motivational 
speakers, life coaches and personal trainers who frame their experience running the MdS 
through the expert languages of sports psychology, self-help and management speak. This is 
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a lucrative enterprise: global multinationals such as Ernst & Young, Mars, Microsoft, IBM, 
Toyota, and American Express have all hired MdS runners to inspire and motivate their 
employees (Ewan, 2008; Guller, 2011; Humphreys, 2009). 
 
Entrepreneurialism is a technique of biopolitical governance that disaggregates individual 
bodies and incentivizes them through Neoliberal structures of power, but these structures 
also order collective life, manage interpersonal relations and stipulate which modes of 
solidarity are permissible and which are not. In this sense, the MdS is never just a personal 
test of endurance: it is also a shared experience of hardship in which MdS runners ‘come 
together as a mutually recognized ‘pain community’ of like-minded actors’ (Atkinson 2008: 
165). Indeed, although the MdS is an individual race, there is an increasingly prominent 
team component that attracts global sponsorship for elite competitors and helps amateur 
runners increase donations for charities. MdS participants recount numerous examples of 
collective support, community building and teamwork such as sharing food, water and 
clothing, helping repair blisters, providing massages, and most importantly, supporting each 
other during the difficult parts of the race. For example, Nicola Boyd’s account of her 2012 
MdS race is full of stories of runners supporting her throughout the 6 days by giving her 
food, water and medical attention. After a companion gave her one of his valuable energy 
gels on the last day of the race, she explained: 
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That was a typical example of the type of camaraderie I experienced all 
week…One British guy even offered to carry extra water for me for one 
day! Everyone is in pain and suffering at one point or another and you 
help each other out, with verbal encouragement or as I had experienced 
on the long day – through companionship in running (Boyd, 2012) 
Even more than the MdS, amateur adventure races – team-based, multiple activity 
endurance events such as Tough Mudder – are especially good examples of how fitness 
inculcates the specific Neoliberal skill of teamwork. Discussing the rise of adventure racing in 
the 1990s, Barbara Barnes (2009: 239) explains:  
Adventure sports produced an enticing platform for making the specific 
kind of self-sufficient, risk-managing bodies and selves the neoliberal 
political, economic and cultural formations of the late 20th C required. 
With its constantly shifting environments, requirements for flexibility, 
personal endurance, and team self-sufficiency, adventure racing seemed 
a perfect training ground for these kinds of bodies and selves. Indeed, 
adventure racing is often spoken of as a metaphor for life and as good 
training for the requirements of civic belonging (see also Atkinson, 
2008). 
Fitter bodies are more ‘civic-minded’ bodies: more efficient, more productive, and more 
engaged. The self-discipline, self-motivation and – above all – self-governance, necessary to 
succeed in both individual and team-based endurance events are also necessary to succeed 
in a global Neoliberal economy that is characterized by ruthless competition, a consumer 
culture that breeds alienation and discourages civic engagement, a career trajectory that 
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demands rigorous focus and instrumental planning, and a web of family and community 
relationships that requires constant emotional attention. The future reward for those fit 
enough to embody Neoliberalism’s ideal entrepreneurial skill-set and commitment to 
teamwork is heroic status. As Barnes (2009: 239) goes on to explain, endurance events like 
ultramarathons ‘may serve to establish the kinds of fit, agile and courageous bodies the 
nation is seen to need at a moment when so many aspects of social life – including work, 
identity, community, national borders, and transnational threats – are likewise perceived to 
be flexible and insecure’.  
 
While exploring the pernicious convergence of Neoliberalism and biopolitical governance is 
important, it does not adequately differentiate between the techniques of subjectification 
at work on elite bodies and those at work on postcolonial bodies. There is no doubt that the 
bodies of MdS runners are subject to multiple modes of biopolitical governance: they are 
disciplined, managed and incentivized in ways that can reduce the quality and capacity of 
their agency. But are those conditions really comparable to the multiple and often violent 
modes of biopolitical intervention enacted upon precarious bodies in the Global South? One 
of the difficulties of deploying biopolitics is that techniques of control have become so 
deterritorialized that it is impossible to distinguish between genuinely ‘bare’ life stripped of 
all agency (if that is even possible) and other lives that are ordered, managed and controlled 
in less violent ways (Dauphinée & Masters, 2007; Debrix & Barder, 2009; Larner & Walters, 
2004; Ong, 2006; Ticineto Clough & Willse, 2011). With this in mind, Sharma (2008: 139) has 
called for a ‘differential theory of biopolitics’ to investigate how the ‘biopolitical 
infrastructure that upholds the lifestyle of the overly invested is built upon the labour and 
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bodies of the disinvested’. As she goes on to say: ‘The biopolitical regulation of life reduces 
certain life to bare life. At the same time it also invests in the lives of others, as in the 
maintenance of lifestyles’ (Sharma, 2008: 139). Certainly Sharma’s argument provides much 
needed perspective on this initial account of how the elite bodies running the MdS are 
subject to biopolitical governance, but much more work is needed to attach that mode of 
governance to a global apparatus of power that includes the ‘labour and bodies of the 
disinvested’. 
 
Crafting Relationality: intersections of resistive and regulated bodies 
I see this paper very much as a starting point – a preparatory effort that enables us to better 
understand the multiple entanglements of tourism, fitness and colonial asymmetries. I use 
the example of the MdS to demonstrate two important critical moves. Firstly, I show how 
colonial asymmetries continue to be reproduced when discourses of tourism and fitness 
intersect in the Global South. In a rather depressing echo of their 19th Century forbearers, 
MdS participants construct local landscapes as exotic, threatening, and ready to be 
conquered, and when local subjects do appear in the dominant imaginary at all, they are 
either quaintly pre-modern or dutifully abject. Secondly, I trouble that ordering by 
foregrounding the agency of postcolonial bodies that invert entrenched narratives of 
subordination, and demonstrating how the agency of elite bodies is compromised by 
pernicious forms of biopolitical regulation. These efforts to complicate MdS encounters 
produce a rather uncomfortable set of responses; feelings of joy that a small number of 
Moroccan endurance runners continue to defeat the most over-invested, hyper-equipped 
and highly trained ultramarathoners year after year, and feelings of despair that even the 
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most privileged bodies are subject to techniques of governance that reduce their agency 
and freedom. By deconstructing and re-ordering a reductive colonizer/colonized logic, the 
paper sets up a position from which to think about resistive and regulated bodies together 
in ways that do not efface or flatten their constitutive asymmetries.  
 
Pushing that kind of analysis even further with respect to the MdS, it would be useful to 
explore how the race – and other events like it – intersects with wider structures of global 
power. For example, how does the biopolitical governance of health and fitness so central 
to the subjectivity of ultramarathoners map onto the governance of local bodies through 
large-scale regional and national development projects? What kinds of subjects are being 
produced by Solidarité’s sports academy and women’s centre, and do these differ from the 
kinds of subjects being produced by NGO, charity, religious and state-funded development 
projects in Southern Morocco? More to the point, how are Neoliberal values being 
inculcated through these various practices of development? Another possibility to explore is 
how the race route of the MdS becomes part of the global security apparatus currently 
trying to stop violent conflict in Mali and Niger and stem the flow of irregular migrants 
heading north to the enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla. Do migrant routes pass through 
Ouzarzate? If so, how do local communities and state structures manage these flows, and 
how are those efforts balanced with their facilitation of the MdS? Has the MdS ever been a 
target? Or a security risk? These brief suggestions continue in the vein of this paper by 
showing why it is not enough to simply stop after a postcolonial critique because even the 
most obvious rendering of a colonizer/colonized logic (even an inverted one) contains 
contingency, instability and ambivalence. For me, the challenge is to develop more nuanced, 
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adaptive and detailed accounts of power that do justice to heterogeneity without losing 
sight of the historical asymmetries that always attend cross-cultural encounters. So while an 
initial response to the MdS may be a mixture of incredulity and anger (e.g. ‘What are these 
Western, masculine, privileged bodies doing running across the desert?’), such reactions can 
only ever be a starting place to explore the multiple and often unexpected expressions of 
agency that circulate through such an event.   
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1 I contacted AOI and Darbaroud who organize the MdS to inquire about their annual hiring 
practices in Ouzarzate with respect to the race. In three separate e-mail correspondences 
further clarifying my queries and explaining my project, they did not provide any 
information on their labour practices or employment contracts.   
